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ABSTRACT The number of non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) satellite constellations is growing persistently.
Accordingly, co-channel interference with geostationary orbit (GSO) networks will inevitably affect the
operation of NGSO and GSO satellites in the years to come. Towards protecting the well-established GSO
systems from the interference produced by the newly launched NGSO satellite constellations, the interna-
tional telecommunication union (ITU) has established regulations and evaluation metrics for the aggregated
emitted power flux-densities from NGSO systems. In conformity with these regulations, the NGSO operators
should avoid disruptive emissions, which could lead to acute service interruptions. To reduce the downlink
interference levels and alleviate harmful service disconnectivity of satellite constellations, we propose a joint
power and tilt control strategy to maximize user demand satisfaction. Our proposed method ensures that the
equivalent power flux-density (EPFD) from satellite constellation satisfies the ITU regulatory limits while the
radio resource management for the user service is optimized via power control and tilting. Simulation results
analyzing EPFD levels and geographical dependencies and the performance of optimized LEO transmissions
are presented, showing the benefit of the proposed technique in terms of service continuity and spectrum
coexistence.

INDEX TERMS GSO-NGSO satellite co-existence, interference management, equivalent power flux-
density, satellite tilting, demand satisfaction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the remarkable characteristics of the low earth orbit-
ing (LEO) satellite constellations, including low transmission
latency, ubiquitous coverage, global service, and low launch
costs, the space community has witnessed an increasing pro-
liferation of private ventures targeting global space-based
internet coverage [1], [2]. In addition, the satellite industry is
evolving promptly and the cost gap between satellite telecom-
munication and terrestrial networks has decreased throughout
recent years. Besides, the integration of satellite components
into the terrestrial infrastructure of sixth-generation (6G)
communication networks is envisioned as a key component to
ensure ubiquitous service [3], [4]. Accordingly, satellites have

been deployed faster with more flexibility, making it easier
for non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) satellite constellations to
grow their market. As a result, the number of satellites in orbit
increases and they have to share finite spectrum resources.
These frequency bands are also shared with the geostation-
ary orbit (GSO) systems, thereby introducing the potential
for interference. Additionally to that, satellite operators are
planning to launch constellations of thousands of satellites.
Examples of these massive systems are SpaceX’s Starlink,
OneWeb, and Amazon’s Kuiper satellite constellations [5].
Once these mega-constellations begin services, more satellites
will utilize the same frequency bands, more geographical re-
gions are covered, and more satellite footprints’ will overlap,
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thus the probability of interference will rise drastically. This
would potentially impact the incumbent GSO services and
expose them to risks of notable co-channel interferences and
radio communication service interruptions [6]. The interna-
tional telecommunication union (ITU) regulates the utilization
of the spectrum and defines limits for acceptable interference
in Article 22 of [7]. NGSO systems should comply with these
regulations to avoid unacceptable interference to GSO net-
works in the fixed-satellite and broadcasting-satellite services.
Correspondingly, the densely populated orbits with constel-
lations and the resulting co-channel interference emissions
toward GSO systems necessitate interference management
and mitigation [8]. The study in [9] emphasizes the em-
ployment of mitigation techniques and the probability of
the in-line events for LEO to GSO interference. To address
this challenge, different interference avoidance solutions have
been introduced in the literature.

One common spatial interference avoidance method is the
exclusion zone or arc avoidance technique. A co-existence
scenario of GSO and NGSO systems employing arc avoid-
ance is evaluated in [10]. In that study, the minimization
of exclusion angle and bandwidth for a LEO satellite is as-
sessed. The optimization problem considers the interference
towards the GSO receiver by an equivalent power flux-density
(EPFD) constraint and solves this with a genetic algorithm.
Reference [11] compares the arc avoidance technique with
band-splitting and look-aside methods for interference miti-
gation. The efficacy of these techniques is evaluated in terms
of throughput degradation at the GSO ground station without
studying the resulting EPFD. In particular, the exclusion zone
method has been analyzed in our previous work on interfer-
ence avoidance for GSO receivers [12]. The study concluded
that, while useful in managing the interference levels for the
ground stations, exclusion zones negatively impact service
continuity which is impractical from the perspective of NGSO
service providers. Thus, more dynamic solutions should be
applied to comply with the regulatory framework in the radio
regulations and ensure connectivity at the same time.

Furthermore, optimizing LEO satellite resources such as
transmit power, bandwidth and etc. has been considered while
coping with the co-channel interference of NGSO and GSO
systems in the literature. In [13], authors have considered
power optimization for the co-existence of multibeam LEO
satellites with the GSO system. The service fairness for LEO
users is maximized with the constraint on co-frequency inter-
ference evaluated by the signal-to-noise and interference ratio
(SINR) received at the GSO earth station. The GSO satellite
power is optimized as well as the LEO satellite transmission
power to satisfy the required SINR threshold for the GSO
system. A key consideration is that the adaptable GSO satellite
transmission power assumption and the SINR constraint do
not represent an applicable downlink interference evaluation
for the GSO system protection. This is given to the fact that
NGSO interference avoidance techniques should not cause
modifications to the already existing GSO networks. More-
over, alongside, optimizing the satellite’s transmit power,

another mitigation technique is considered as cognitive radio.
The cognitive radio technique enables spectrum sharing and
optimizes bandwidth allocation and has been studied as an
alternative solution in the GSO-NGSO co-existence. Authors
in [14] investigate rate splitting multiple access in cognitive
radio to maximize the sum rate of the LEO system. The power
and the subcarrier beam allocation are optimized subject to
the temperature limit of the GSO users. Another research on
cognitive satellite networks is conducted in [15] that consid-
ers GSO-NGSO co-existence where the LEO satellite is the
primary user and GSO is the secondary. This assumption of
GSO systems as non-primary users is in contrast with ITU
regulations except for the frequency band 18.8-19.3 GHz,
where there are no specified EPFD limits [7].

Additionally, in order to avoid interference, The OneWeb
first-generation constellation adopts a pitch strategy [16]. This
technique is the same as the tilt method and reduces the inline
interference events at lower latitudes. Reference [17] evalu-
ates this progressive pitch method along with switching off
beams, for a single orbital plane of multibeam LEO satellites.
The number of turned-off beams and pitch angle values are
optimized for the satellite. This is done through geometrical
analysis to ensure the interference at the GSO receiver is less
than 6% of the system noise. Their results have demonstrated
the avoidance of harmful interference at the cost of shutting
off partial beams. This pitch-based solution is also analyzed
by [18] from the perspective of average capacity maximiza-
tion constrained by the connectivity and interference limit.
The authors have used a genetic algorithm to optimize the
pitch angle and the number of turned-off beams. In this article,
we have also considered the tilting strategy to explore the
potential of this method in reducing interference.

According to the review above, most of the existing work
on GSO-NGSO co-existence has assumed one single NGSO
satellite as a source of interference. On the other hand, as de-
fined by Article 22 of international telecommunication union
(ITU) regulations [7], the aggregated emission power flux-
density from all the co-frequency space stations of an NGSO
constellation should not exceed the specified limits. Thus, for
an accurate evaluation of the interference to GSO systems, the
whole constellation of NGSO satellites should be considered.
In this work, we consider a constellation of LEO satellites
and assess the co-frequency interference. Unlike the existing
works focusing on the signal quality for the GSO receiver, we
apply the EPFD metric defined for the interference evaluation
to consider ITU regulations and NGSO compliance with them.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the EPFD
metric is used as a constraint for the radio resource optimiza-
tion of the entire LEO constellation.

Furthermore, no prior study has exploited the joint op-
timization of power and tilt parameters for NGSO satellite
constellations whilst considering EPFD level constraints. This
approach offers a flexible and adaptable solution that can
be customized for different satellite systems, regardless of
their constellation configuration. In this article, we propose a
methodology for interference mitigation with the objective of
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maximizing the demand matching capability in a LEO satel-
lite mega constellation adopting joint power allocation and
satellite tilt. Satellite tilting, in contrast to the beamforming
technique which requires expensive equipment, is a readily
available alternative that can be implemented using reaction
wheels or other mechanisms. This approach allows satellite
operators to efficiently manage interference while maximiz-
ing demand matching capabilities, without incurring the high
costs and processing complexities associated with beamform-
ing. Nonetheless, user demand satisfaction becomes a critical
element when introducing satellite tilting, as the tilt may result
in gaps in the coverage areas where customers are deployed.
Our proposed algorithm factors in both the location of the
users and their demands, and subsequently determines the
optimal tilt angle for a minimized number of satellites.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
� We provide an in-depth evaluation of downlink inter-

ference from a typical LEO mega constellation to GSO
ground stations in terms of the EPFD metric. Different
scenarios based on GSO receiver positions, LEO satellite
transmit antenna, and power characteristics are assessed
to impart a thorough analysis of interference through
EPFD, defining worst-case scenarios and severe events
of regulation violation. This first step helps us under-
stand the need for mitigation techniques, which motivate
the next contributions of our work.

� Aiming to comply with interference regulations, we pro-
pose a joint power and tilt optimization to maximize
demand satisfaction for the LEO satellite constellation
subject to aggregate EPFD constraints. A demand-aware
design is proposed to save transmit power whenever
possible while complying with the spectrum coexistence
constraints imposed by ITU regulations. The formulated
joint optimization problem is non-convex and difficult to
solve efficiently.

� A novel approach to the non-convex joint power and tilt
angle control optimization problem is proposed based on
the knowledge acquired from EPFD analyses. Notably,
We have successfully minimized the need for tilting to
a minimized number of critical satellites, resulting in
reduced operational difficulties.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. The sim-
ulation model and interference events and regulations are
described in Section II. The joint power and tilt optimization
problem is investigated in Section III-A. In Section III-B our
proposed solution is introduced. We present interference eval-
uations for different scenarios and the simulation results for
our proposed interference mitigation solution in Section IV.
Finally, we conclude the article in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider LEO and GSO satellites operating in Ka band and
analyze the downlink co-frequency interference from the LEO
satellite to the GSO earth station as illustrated in Fig. 1. For the
sake of clarity, we adopt a popular NGSO constellation con-
figuration similar to the one employed by OneWeb [16], which

FIGURE 1. Co-existence of GSO and LEO satellites and interference events.

is a Walker-star constellation. It should be noted that our
proposed methodology is not limited to this specific satellite
constellation configuration and can be applied to a wide range
of potential constellations. We assume one single beam pro-
viding coverage to the overall satellite field of view (FoV).1

The single beam NGSO satellites serve the users in time
slots by the time division multiple access (TDMA) method.
We assume a single GSO satellite and ground station and
denote the set and index of LEO satellites and their users with
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..,N} and u ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..,U }, respectively. It is
important to acknowledge that in our analysis, we considered
a worst-case scenario for the interference between GSO and
NGSO satellites, where the GSO receiver is situated on the
equator [19]. This scenario represents the most severe inter-
ference level among all possible inline events. By evaluating
our proposed solution under these extreme conditions, we can
ensure its effectiveness for less severe interference scenarios.
This approach allows us to establish a robust solution that
can effectively address a wide range of potential interference
scenarios between GSO and NGSO satellite systems.

A. RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL
1) SIGNAL RECEIVED AT GSO GROUND STATION
The received signals from NGSO satellites at the GSO ground
stations are the interfering signals. Here, the interference cal-
culations are carried out as described by ITU regulations [19].
The power flux-density radiated by a single NGSO satellite at
any point of the earth is calculated as follows,

p f d = EIRP

4πd2
, (1)

1While recent developments in LEO antenna architectures consider com-
plex beamforming capabilities to generate narrower beams, our design is
aimed at a general single beam LEO satellite. Such mono-beam can be seen
as the coverage area of a beamforming-equipped LEO satellite.
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where EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiated power of
the NGSO satellite and d is the distance between the NGSO
satellite and the receiving point on the earth’s surface. With
the definition of the power flux-density we define the EPFD
metric which evaluates the aggregated emitted powers from
interfering systems toward the victim. Depending on whether
the interfering system is the satellite or the earth station,
the EPFD-down and EPFD-up would be considered. As our
focus in this study is the downlink interference, we consider
the EPFD-down formulation to derive the EPFD at the GSO
ground station as,

EPFD = 10 log10

(
N∑

i=1

Pi

BWref

Gt
(
φt

i

)
4πd2

i

Gr
G

(
φr

i

)
Gr

Gmax

)
, (2)

where N represents the number of co-frequency satellites vis-
ible from the ground station, Pi is the transmitting power of
the i-th satellite, BWref is the reference bandwidth, di is the
distance between the NGSO satellite and the receiving station,
Gt (.) is the satellite transmit antenna gain in the direction of
the GSO station denoted by angle φt

i , Gr
G(.) is the receive GSO

ground station antenna gain in the direction of NGSO satellite
denoted by angle φr

i , and Gr
Gmax is the maximum antenna gain

of the ground station antenna.

2) SIGNAL RECEIVED AT LEO USER
Now we present the received signal at the LEO user side.
Concerning the channel model between i-th satellite and u-th
user, |hi,u|2, we consider the model below [13],

|hi,u|2 = Gt
(
ϕt

i,u

)
Gr
(
ϕr

i,u

)
(
4πri,u/λ

)2
Lsh

i,uLatm
i,u

, (3)

where ri,u is the distance between the satellite and user and λ
indicates the wavelength. The satellite off-boresight transmit
angle to the user is presented by ϕt

i,u, while the user antenna
receive angle is presented by ϕr

i,u. Lsh
i,u and Latm

i,u denote the
shadowing loss and the atmospheric gas loss, respectively.
The shadow fading is modeled by the log-normal formula-
tion with the standard deviation values provided in [20]. In
our simulations, the suburban scenario is considered and the
shadowing loss is calculated by the standard deviation based
on the elevation angle. The model in [21] is assumed for the
atmospheric gas loss.

The interference at the LEO user is considered to be from
the co-existing GSO satellite and the interference from neigh-
boring NGSO satellites. The overall interference received at
the u-th user served by the i-th LEO satellite is presented as
follows,

Ii,u =
∑
j �=i

Pj |h j,u|2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
other LEO interference

+ PG|hg,u|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
GSO interference

, (4)

where g index refers to the GSO satellite and |hg,u|2 =
Gt

G(ϕt
g,u )Gr

G(ϕr
g,u )

(4πrg,u/λ)2Lsh
g,uLatm

g,u
is the channel gain of the GSO satellite to the

user. PG, Gt
G, and Gr

G are the GSO satellite transmission power
and antenna gain, and the GSO ground station receiver an-
tenna gain, respectively. rg,u is the distance between the GSO
satellite and LEO user. ϕr

g,u and ϕt
g,u represent the user receive

antenna angle and the GSO satellite transmitting antenna an-
gle, respectively. The SINR at the LEO user is as follows,

SINRi,u = Pi|hi,u|2
Ii,u + N0B

, (5)

where N0 is the power spectral density of noise. The LEO
intra-system interference term in (4) is typically minimized
by implementing adequate frequency reuse schemes. For
instance, the 4-color scheme, where the total bandwidth is
split into two orthogonal blocks and combined with two
orthogonal polarizations (hence the 4 colors) to ensure that
no adjacent satellites operate on the same ’color’.

The capacity for a specific user of the i-th satellite is deter-
mined according to Shannon’s capacity equation as follows,

Ci,u = B log2

(
1 + SINRi,u

)
, (6)

where B represents the LEO satellite bandwidth and SINRi,u,
the signal to interference plus noise ratio at the u-th user side
of the i-th satellite. Assuming that each user has a traffic
demand denoted by Du, the LEO satellite system shall ensure
that Ci,u is matching the Du demand.

B. BEAM PATTERN MODELS
The radiation pattern of the LEO satellite antenna is modeled
according to [22]. The gain values, Gt (.) in dBi unit can be
computed from the formulation below:

Gt (ψ ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gt
max − 3 (ψ/ψb)α , ψb ≤ ψ ≤ aψb

Gt
max + LN + 20 log z, aψb < ψ ≤ 0.5bψb

Gt
max + LN , 0.5bψb < ψ ≤ bψb

X − 25 logψ, bψb < ψ ≤ Y
LF , Y < ψ ≤ 90◦
LB, 90◦ < ψ ≤ 180◦

,

(7)
where

Gt
max = 20 log

(
D

λ

)
+ 7.7

X = Gt
max + LN + 25 log (bψb)

Y = bψb100.04(Gt
max+LN −LF )

LB = max
(
0, 15 + LN + 0.25 Gt

max + 5 log z
)
. (8)

Gt
max is the maximum gain of the antenna in the main lobe and

depends on the antenna diameter D, and carrier frequency f .
The wavelength is λ = c/ f and c denotes the light speed. ψ
represents the angle from the main beam direction in degrees,
and ψb is the one-half of 3 dB beamwidth. The values for LN ,
L f , z, α, a, and b are considered as -15 dB, 0 dBi, 1, 1.5, 2.58,
and 6.32 respectively. For the configuration of GSO satellite
antennas, we consider the beam pattern model in [23] which
has the same formulation as (7) while the values for LN , L f ,
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z, α, a, and b are different, i.e. -20 dB, 0 dBi, 1, 2, 2.58, and
6.32 respectively.

The antenna pattern of the ground station receivers for both
GSO and LEO are considered based on the reference radiation
pattern for earth stations defined in [24]. We consider the
following receive gain pattern Gr (.), in dBi as,

Gr (ψ ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gr
max − 0.0025

(
ψ D
λ

)2
, 0 ≤ ψ ≤ ψm

G1, ψm < ψ ≤ 95 λD
29 − 25 logψ, 95 λD < ψ ≤ 33.1◦
−9, 33.1◦ < ψ ≤ 80◦
−4, 80◦ < ψ ≤ 120◦
−9, 120◦ < ψ ≤ 180◦

,

(9)
where

Gr
max = 20 log

(
D

λ

)
+ 7.7

G1 = 29 − 25 log

(
95λ

D

)

ψm =
(

20λ

D

)√
Gr

max − G1. (10)

C. POWER CONTROL AND TILTING STRATEGY
In the scenario of the co-existence of GSO and NGSO
systems, transmission power control on NGSO satellites rep-
resents a promising approach to prevent probabilities of
interference. In some cases, however, the harmful emissions
and the resulting EPFD can still be very significant, such
that the transmit power of the LEO satellite may need to be
substantially reduced compared to the usual transmit power
level that is required to satisfy the demand. Although, re-
ducing the power or turning off the satellite may not be a
viable option for NGSO operators, as it could result in a waste
of resources and degraded overall network performance. The
tilting of the LEO satellite provides an additional degree of
freedom that would help to reduce the EPFD at the GSO
earth station while allowing higher transmit powers and thus
signal quality at the intended receivers of the LEO satellite.
Hence, we propose to combine the tilting method along with
transmit power adaptation for LEO satellites to mitigate inline
interferences. Specifically, we focus on the tilting direction in
the north-south plane. This is better visualized by Fig. 2 where
the satellite is tilted towards the North Pole. The LEO satel-
lites are assumed to be nadir-pointing and when the tilting is
applied the off-boresight angle of the antenna is changed. De-
pending on the location of the ground stations the tilting could
result in an increase or decrease in the received power. As the
goal of tilting is to alleviate interference with GSO receivers,
its direction would be determined to point further away from
the GSO ground station. Consequently, the off-boresight angle
of LEO satellite antenna would increase, reducing the re-
ceived gain and interfering effect. The resulting off-boresight
angle of the NGSO satellite after tilting is calculated as,

ϕt
t ilt = ϕt ± θt ilt , (11)

FIGURE 2. LEO satellite tilt strategy.

where ϕt
t ilt is the off-boresight angle of the NGSO satellite

to the ground station receiver and θt ilt is the tilting angle (see
Fig. 2 for illustration of the ϕt angle). The sign of the tilting
angle will be determined by its direction and the regrading
reference point on the ground. For instance, at the GSO
ground station, the sign would be positive since the purpose of
tilting is to point away from the GSO ground station and result
in lower transmission antenna gain from the LEO satellite.

III. JOINT POWER ALLOCATION AND TILTING
In this section, we formulate the optimization problem. Our
goal is to satisfy the demand of the LEO satellite users while
taking into account the maximum tolerated EPFD generated
at the GSO ground station.

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We optimize the transmission power of each LEO satellite and
its tilting angle to minimize the Euclidean distance between
traffic demand in the coverage areas of all satellites and the
corresponding offered capacity:

minimize
Pi,θi

∥∥(Ci,u − Du
)∥∥

2

s.t. L1 : EPFD ≤ EPFDthr,

L2 : Pi ≤ Pmax, ∀i

L3 : 0 ≤ θi ≤ θmax, ∀i, (12)

where ‖.‖2 denotes the 	2-norm, Du denotes the users’ de-
mand for each satellite, L1 is the interference limitation
constraint, L2 represents the maximum power allocated by the
LEO satellites, and L3 is the constraint on the maximum tilt-
ing angle of LEO satellites. The objective function minimizes
the aggregated demand-capacity mismatch over all users of
the visible LEO satellite set. It should be noted that our for-
mulation is for a specific instance in time, and the optimization
has to be repeated with some periodicity given the fact of LEO
satellites’ movement.

B. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We continue discussing the formulated problem by fitting a
linear approximation for the satellite transmit antenna pattern
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in the (7) to avoid nonlinearity in our optimization problem.
The transmission gain is fitted with an exponential formula-
tion as,

Gt (ϕt ) = A exp
(
βϕt ), (13)

where ϕt is the off-boresight angle of the NGSO satellite to the
ground station receiver. By inserting the fitted antenna pattern
in the interference constraint, L1, we obtain:

L̃1 : 10 log10

(
N∑

i=1

PiA exp (β(φt
i + θi ))Gr

G(φr
i )

BWre f 4πd2
i Gr

Gmax

)

≤ EPFDthr . (14)

The nonlinearity of both the constraint L̃1 and the objec-
tive function is evident from the presence of the product of
variable Pi and the exponential function of the LEO satellite’s
tilting angle in the above equation. This nonlinearity makes
the problem formulated in (12) non-convex and challenging
to solve efficiently.

We replace Pi by exp(qi ), hence, the nonlinear product term
transfers into the exponential of a linear function of the qi

and θi variables. The resulting capacity, Ci,u, in the objective
function becomes:

B log2

(
1 + ki,u exp (qi + βsi,uθi )∑

j �=i k j,u exp (q j + βsi,uθ j ) + vu

)
, (15)

with,

ki,u = AGr (ϕr
i,u

)
exp

(
βϕt

i,u

)
λ2/(4πri,u)2

vu = PG|hg,u|2 + N0B,

where si,u denotes the sign of the tilting angle regarding the
user direction, determining whether the tilting will increase or
decrease the off-boresight angle, by taking values of ±1.

The problem at hand can be simplified through the assump-
tion of zero interference among LEO satellites. The LEO
constellation would be designed to avoid self-interference
by using different polarization for instance, and as a result,
the emissions received from the neighboring satellite at the
LEO user could be neglected [8]. In addition, based on our
north-south tilting direction, when tilting a satellite, only one
neighboring satellite may be affected, and even when consid-
ering the maximum tilt angle, the resulting interference is kept
negligible (this is shown later in Fig. 4). The corresponding
optimization problem is then derived as

minimize
qi,θi

∥∥∥∥B log2

(
1 + ki,u exp (qi + βsi,uθi )

vu

)
− Du

∥∥∥∥
2

s.t. L̃1 : 10 log10

(
N∑

i=1

AGr
G(φr

i ) exp (qi + β(φt
i + θi ))

BWre f 4πd2
i Gr

Gmax

)

≤ EPFDthr,

L2 : qi ≤ log(Pmax), ∀i

L3 : 0 ≤ θi ≤ θmax, ∀i. (16)

FIGURE 3. Visible LEO satellites and their −3 and −5 dB beam contours in
blue and black, respectively.

FIGURE 4. Maximum tilt angle for critical satellite and its resulting −3 dB
beam contours for up or down tilt direction in red.

We can consider the objective function as a vector com-
position of functions, thus if the function inside the 	2-norm
is convex then the objective is convex [25]. To assess the
convexity we apply a slack variable as xi = qi + βsi,uθi in
the function and have the resulting equation, B log2(1 +
(ki,u/vu) exp (xi )) − Du. This is convex due to the nonnegativ-
ity of its second derivative, noting that ki,u and vu are positive
by definition. Accordingly, the objective function of the prob-
lem is convex. Furthermore, the convexity of the L̃1 constraint
can be verified by considering its log-sum-exp type [25]. Con-
sequently, we can conclude that the optimization problem (16)
is convex and can be solved by standard convex optimization
methods.

Since tilting the whole visible satellites may not be cost-
effective for the NGSO operators, one may prefer first to try
to address the EPFD limitation from the power-control per-
spective and perform the tilting only to the satellites with high
contribution to the aggregated interference. Following this
intuition, we next propose an alternative to (16) where the goal
is to minimize the number of satellites that perform tilting.
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C. HEURISTIC SOLUTION FOR TILTING MINIMIZATION
In Section IV-A we conduct an evaluation of the EPFD results
and conclude that the primary radiations leading to high EPFD
results are emitted by the LEO satellites closest to the GSO
receiver. These critical satellites, as we refer to them, serve
as a key factor in our approach to reducing the complexity
and costs associated with tilting multiple satellites. Therefore,
we apply the tilting strategy exclusively to satellites which are
critical in terms of interference.

For our proposed solution, first, we evaluate the contribu-
tion of each satellite to the EPFD limit by calculating a γ

vector as

γi = AGr
G

(
φr

i

)
exp

(
β
(
φt

i

))
BWre f 4πd2

i Gr
Gmax

, (17)

where γi represents the contribution of each satellite to the
EPFD formula (2). Large values of γ vector denote the satel-
lites contributing mostly to EPFD. These are the critical
satellites and their indexes, icrit , are stored in the Icrit set. The
intention is to only implement tilting for satellites in this set,
and we would have θi �=icrit = 0, accordingly. Now, we rewrite
the problem formulation, applying the tilting method for the
critical satellite set by changing the L3 constraint in (16) as,

minimize
qi,θi

∥∥∥∥B log2

(
1 + ki,u exp (qi + βsi,uθi )

vu

)
− Du

∥∥∥∥
2

s.t. L̃1 : 10 log10

(
N∑

i=1

AGr
G(φr

i ) exp (qi + β(φt
i + θi ))

BWre f 4πd2
i Gr

Gmax

)

≤ EPFDthr,

L2 : qi ≤ log(Pmax), ∀i

L̃3 : 0 ≤ θicrit ≤ θmax, ∀icrit ∈ Icrit . (18)

We observe that the objective function and the constraints
are convex as elaborated in Section III-C, and accordingly the
problem formulation is convex.

The procedure of our proposed solution is summarized in
pseudo-code by Algorithm 1. First, the visible satellites to the
GSO receiver are determined and the problem (18) is solved
with zero tilting for all satellites to obtain the initial power
allocations, pi. Subsequently, the γ vector is calculated using
(17), and if the condition γi pi

10EPFDthr /10 ≥ ζthr is satisfied, the
satellite is identified as critical. Finally, the problem (18) is
solved and the outputs are the optimized values for power
transmission of the visible LEO satellite set and the optimized
tilting angles of the critical satellites. The computational com-
plexity of Algorithm 1 is concentrated in step 5 where the
problem (18) is solved by the CVX [26]. The solution can
be obtained by the standard interior-point method and we
can assume the worst-case runtime to analyze the complex-
ity. Following [27] and [28], the complexity of computation
is calculated as O(

√
N + M + 1(N + M )3), where N is the

number of visible satellites and M represents the number of
critical satellites. It is worth noting that our proposed method,
which restricts the tilting of satellites to critical ones, results

Algorithm 1: Joint Power and Tilt Angle Optimization.
Input:System location information, system

parameters, and EPFD limit.
Output:Visible satellite transmit powers, and critical

satellite tilting angles.
1: Find visible satellites to the GSO receiver; index

with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..,N},
2: Set zero tilting for all satellites, Icrit = ∅, and solve

(18),
3: Calculate γi from (17) for each satellite,
4: Find critical satellite set, Icrit , for satellite indexes

with γi pi

10EPFDthr /10 ≥ ζthr ,
5: Solve (18),
6: Calculate satellites power as Popt

i = exp(qopt
i ),

7: return Popt
i , (θicrit )opt

in a reduced number of decision variables and decreased com-
putational complexity.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of this study simulated
in MATLAB. For the simulation setup, we have considered
a Walker star NGSO satellite constellation at the altitude of
1200 km with 49 satellites in each of the 36 orbits, and a
single GSO satellite. The single GSO ground station points
its antenna in the direction of the latter. Different numbers of
LEO users are considered in the simulations and their general
characteristics along with satellite and GSO ground station
details are given in Table 1. Note that the EPFD limit assumed
for this study is based on the ITU RR, Article 22 [7]. We have
considered the EPFD limit that should not be exceeded for
zero percent of the time. As stated before, the LEO satellites
are nadir-pointing and have a single beam. We have assumed
the half-beamwidth antenna size equal to 13.9 degrees for
LEO satellites. With this assumption, we are able to cover
the earth’s surface and ensure full geographical coverage and
service.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the visible satellites and their cover-
age for the GSO ground station where the GSO satellite has
the same longitude and latitude as the GSO ground station.
The geographical locations of NGSO satellites are marked
by red plus markers and at this specific time, there are 47 of
them visible to the ground station. The blue and black outlines
depict the −3 and −5 dB beam contours, respectively. Fur-
thermore, to assure our assumption of negligible interference
towards the neighboring LEO satellites when applying tilting,
we plotted Fig. 4. In this figure, we have assumed maximum
tilting for the critical satellite and plotted the resulting -3 dB
contour for both cases of tilting up or down. We can observe
that in this worst scenario, the beam coverage contours do
not cross the neighboring ones. Next, we present the EPFD
evaluation and the performance of our proposed joint power
and tilting technique.
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TABLE 1. System Simulation Parameters

A. EPFD EVALUATION
As described in Section II-A, ITU evaluates the compliance
of NGSO systems with regulations in terms of EPFD metric.
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF)
of EPFD results is derived to evaluate the percentage of time
in which EPFD has exceeded the radiated power limits. We
evaluated the CCDF for our LEO constellation based on the
procedure defined in [19]. The results are plotted in Fig. 5
for different transmit antenna half 3 dB beamwidth of the
LEO satellites. Here we assumed co-located GSO and LEO
earth stations on the equator with 30.6 degrees of longitude.
Maximum transmission power is set to 10dBW for the LEO
satellites. The plot indicates higher probabilities for the oc-
currence of larger EPFD levels as the transmitting antenna
half 3 dB beamwidth increases and can be explained by higher
power emissions for greater radiating beamwidth.

Furthermore, we evaluate the probability distribution of
EPFD for different latitudes of the GSO ground station. As-
suming an antenna beamwidth of 13.9 degrees for the LEO
satellite, we plot the results in Fig. 6. As the latitude in-
creases the inline events decrease and fewer probabilities for
high emissions from LEO satellites are experienced. In fact,
by moving the GSO earth station away from the equator,

FIGURE 5. Distribution of EPFD probabilities in percent for downlink
interference from LEO constellation at GSO ground station.

FIGURE 6. Distribution of EPFD probabilities in percent for downlink
interference from LEO constellation at GSO ground station.

the antenna would align itself to point its main beam to the
GSO satellite. As a result, this would lower the probabilities
of inline events between station and the LEO satellites and
also decrease the intensity of emissions due to the decreased
receiving antenna gain and transmitting gain from LEO satel-
lites. This is more evident for the plot with a latitude equal to
50 degrees where lower levels of EPFD are received and the
probability for high EPFD levels has decreased.

In order to assess the EPFD levels received at the ground,
we plot a snapshot of the EPFD from the LEO satellites
in Fig. 7. We can see the EPFD variations given different
positions of the GSO ground station receiver. The GSO satel-
lite is assumed to be at longitude of 30.6 degrees East. The
GSO ground station remains pointing at the GSO satellite,
regardless of its position. The GSO satellite is represented
by a star marker and the LEO satellites are shown by a plus
marker in the figure. The EPFD values vary in the range of
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FIGURE 7. EPFD levels for different positions of the GSO ground station.
GSO satellite position depicted with black star marker and LEO satellites
with yellow plus markers.

FIGURE 8. EPFD levels for different positions of the GSO ground station.
Contours defining EPFD levels of −143.4, −153.4, −163.4, −173.4, and
−183.4 dB(W/m2/1 MHz).

approximately 50 dB. This is mainly caused by the narrow
beamwidth of the highly directional GSO antenna receiver
resulting in low receiving gains towards the LEO satellites.
The highest EPFD levels occur when the GSO receiver, GSO
satellite, and LEO satellite are in line which is in the middle
of the figure. In this scenario, the LEO satellite pointing and
the GSO earth station receiving directions are aligned. Also,
for the other four neighboring satellites when the pointing
direction of the GSO receiver is aligned to the LEO satel-
lite, maximized receiving antenna gain and consequently high
EPFD level is caused. This result should bring our attention
to the fact that any in-line event would translate into high
interference not only for the worst cases that LEO satellite
passes over the GSO station.

In order to identify the critical satellites contributing the
most to the total interfering power for a specific position,
we present the previous results this time over a zoomed grid
around the sub-satellite point of the GSO satellite location.
Fig. 8 depicts EPFD contours to visualize the EPFD variation
as a function of the receiver location, where the EPFD limit for

FIGURE 9. EPFD levels for different positions of the GSO ground station
without critical satellite.

−173.4 dB(W/m2/1 MHz) is outlined and the other contours
define 10 dB differences. For comparison, Fig. 9 illustrates a
scenario in which the closest LEO satellite has been switched
off and it can be seen that for the sub-satellite point of the
corresponding satellite, the EPFD results have decreased no-
tably. This indicates that the neighboring satellites compared
to the closest satellite in angular terms have less impact on the
aggregate interfering power level. We can see the EPFD level
is around −194 dB(W/m2/1 MHz) for sub-point areas of the
switched-off satellite which ensures ITU regulation compli-
ance for those areas. We consider this fact in our optimization
problem and employ it to approximate satellite selection for
the tilt optimization procedure.

B. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHODS
We present results on the performance of our proposed so-
lution for joint power and tilt angle optimization of LEO
satellites. The demand satisfaction problem is solved for the
LEO constellation and GSO receiver with the specifications
given in Table 1. First, we compare the results for both cases
of addressing the optimization problem, one involving solving
the (16) and the other employing the (18). As elaborated in
Section III-B we proposed (18) as a sub-optimal solution for
the joint power and tilt angle optimization problem by consid-
ering a set of critical satellites and adapting the tilting strategy
only for those specific satellites. To evaluate the performance
under both optimal and sub-optimal solutions, we plotted the
average demand satisfaction results for iterations over ran-
dom positions of LEO users in Fig. 10. The GSO ground
station is at 30.6 degrees of longitude at the equator and LEO
satellites have 5 users. The observed differences between the
two solutions can be characterized as negligible, indicating
a minimal impact on the average demand satisfaction. We
further investigate the performance and complexity of the two
methods across different GSO locations. The comparison is
presented in Table 2 where the GSO ground station is at
30.6 degrees of longitude and its latitude is varied from 0
to 0.4 degrees. The number of visible LEO satellites to the
GSO ground station for these positions is equal to 47. As
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FIGURE 10. Average demand satisfaction percentage of visible satellites
for iteration over random users’ positions and satellite demand requests in
the range of 4 and 6 Gbps.

TABLE 2. Comparison of Optimization Problem Results

we can see in the results, the solution of problem (16) tilts
every visible LEO satellite while problem (18) only requires
the tilting of a single satellite. This allows a significant re-
duction in the number of optimization variables, where the
proposed heuristic method has approximately half the number
of decision variables compared to the alternative approach.
Consequently, the computational complexity is reduced by
an order of magnitude in this scenario. This reduction sim-
plifies the optimization process and contributes to a notable
improvement in computational requirements. In contrast to
the computational complexity differences, the two methods
yield similar levels of demand satisfaction as evident from the
table.

Based on the comparison, it can be concluded that the
proposed approach using a critical satellite set yields results
similar to those of the all-tilting method, with significantly
less satellite tilting, resulting in savings on satellite energy
consumption and management complexities. Therefore, for
the remainder of the article, we will employ the problem (18)
approach to obtain the joint power and tilt angle solution. For
the scenarios presented here, based on our EPFD evaluations
we set ζthr = 0.7, which results in one single critical satellite.

TABLE 3. Demand Satisfaction (%) for Single User Scenario

In addition to the proposed technique, we consider bench-
mark schemes and derive the results for these four cases:
� ”no Opt”: there is no optimization applied for the trans-

mission power, and the satellite beam either transmits
with the maximum power or terminates the transmission.
If the EPFD limit is exceeded, the critical satellite is
switched off.

� ”no EPFD”: we assume there is no EPFD limit so we
relax the L̃1 constraint and also assume no tilting for
the satellites. This case presents the possible demand
satisfaction when no interference restrictions are applied.

� ”Power”: we solve the problem by solely focusing on
power optimization under the EPFD constraint.

� ”Power+Tilt”: we adopt our proposed solution, the joint
power and tilt angle optimization method in the problem
(18).

First, we assume a single LEO user per beam with a random
position. The demand for the user is a random value in the
range of minimum 0.8 Gbps and a maximum of 1.2 Gbps.
The user’s location and demand randomly change for each
iteration. Table 3 shows the results of the single-user scenario,
where the demand satisfaction presented in percent is calcu-
lated as the ratio of capacity allocated to each user divided
by the demanded capacity request. Here, results are presented
for the GSO ground station in 30.6 degrees of longitude and
for two latitudes of 0 and 0.2 degrees. As we can see in
the “no Opt” results for both latitudes, the EPFD limit is
surpassed for the critical satellite, and in order to comply with
the interference regulations the satellite should interrupt its
transmission. However, by applying power optimization we
are able to increase demand satisfaction. Adding the tilting
and applying the proposed joint optimization solution, further
rises the demand satisfaction. In particular, we can see the
benefit of the method for the 0.2-degree latitude case where
the demand satisfaction of the critical satellite has improved
by more than 47%. It is worth noticing that the strict EPFD
limits are impacting the LEO service since complete user de-
mand satisfaction cannot be achieved for the critical satellite.

Next, we present the results for 5 LEO users randomly
positioned at the service area of each LEO satellite. Due to
the single beam per satellite assumption, in the multi-user
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FIGURE 11. Resulting EPFD for different GSO ground station latitudes. Five
users per satellite and random satellite demand requests in the range of 4
and 6 Gbps.

scenario, it is necessary to optimize the satellite’s power con-
sidering all users and minimize the differences in the allocated
capacity to users and their demanded requests. It is assumed
that the aggregated satellite demand request is randomly dis-
tributed in the range of [4, 6] Gbps and the users have the same
demand request equally divided among them.

Prior to presenting demand satisfaction results, we evaluate
the resulting EPFD levels at the GSO ground station with our
proposed interference mitigation method and a fixed power
scenario where the satellite employs no mitigation techniques
and transmits at a maximum power level. Fig. 11 demonstrates
the results where the ground station is at 30.6 degrees of
longitude and its latitude changes from −0.5 to 0.5 degrees. In
contrast to the fixed power case, which consistently exceeds
the allowed EPFD limit for different positions, our method
ensures that the EPFD remains within the specified limit.
This performance highlights the effectiveness of our approach
in mitigating interference, even in severe scenarios, thus en-
suring robust interference control. The demand satisfaction
results of this scenario are plotted for different placements
of GSO ground stations in longitude and latitude grids. First,
Fig. 12 presents results where the GSO station is on the
equator and its longitude changes from 30.6 degrees which
is the GSO satellite’s longitude, to 31.1 degrees. We observe
that in these positions the critical satellite should be switched
off. Whereas, by applying power and tilt optimization we
can improve demand satisfaction. Next, we fix the longitude
to 30.6 degrees and increase the latitude, see Fig. 13. The
satisfaction enhancement through power and tilt optimiza-
tion is evident in this scenario as well. For a few degrees
from the GSO station, we can achieve 100% of user demand
satisfaction and comply with the interference regulations,
contrary to the zero service availability when applying no
interference mitigation technique. By applying our proposed
method the NGSO constellation is able to maintain user ser-
vice instead of switching off for the high EPFD events.

FIGURE 12. Demand satisfaction percentage of the critical satellite for
different GSO ground station longitudes. Five users per satellite and
random satellite demand requests in the range of 4 and 6 Gbps.

FIGURE 13. Demand satisfaction percentage of the critical satellite for
different GSO ground station latitudes. Five users per satellite and random
satellite demand requests in the range of 4 and 6 Gbps.

Finally, we apply our method for a period of time where
the LEO satellite passes over a single GSO earth station. The
simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 14 considering 5 users
per LEO satellite. The GSO ground station and users positions
are presented for this scenario and the LEO satellite positions
for the first snapshot and final simulation time are illustrated
in Fig. 14(a) and (b), respectively. It should be noted that only
the satellites in the field of view of the GSO ground station
are shown based on our optimization algorithm. The EPFD
level on the GSO station is measured for each time step and
is compared with the limit. In Fig. 14(c) for latitudes close
to the GSO ground station, the EPFD limit is not satisfied
when applying fixed power transmission at LEO satellites.
We adopt our joint power and tilt management method and
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FIGURE 14. Passing of LEO satellite over GSO ground station.

derive the demand satisfaction results for the critical satel-
lite in Fig. 14(d). Except for the positions where the LEO
satellite is right above the GSO station, the users’ demands
are met. On the contrary, the fixed power allocation would
require the critical satellite to be turned off for the whole
EPFD violation period. this translates into service interrup-
tion for the satellite users in this period which comprises a
large part of the satellite visibility and a notable area of the
coverage.

V. CONCLUSION
The prevalence of mega-constellation NGSO satellites evokes
concerns about aggravated damages to the primary co-existing
GSO systems. We have presented a joint transmit power con-
trol and tilt angle optimization approach, which minimizes the
difference between the traffic demand and offered capacity
of the LEO constellation under ITU regulatory interference
constraints. Simulation results reveal the efficiency of the pro-
posed solution for interference mitigation and user demand
satisfaction especially, in scenarios where the direction of
arrival for signals coming from LEO and GSO satellites coin-
cide at the ground station. Thus, our work opens the door to a
more systematic regulation-aware design of satellite payloads

and resource allocation techniques for future LEO satellite
mega-constellations.
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